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“Do you do CI/CD?”



“YES!
We do CI/CD.”

…really?

“Well, we have a 
Circle-CI account?”



Most people are doing *CI* (sorta)

But CI is only the prelude to the main course.
The ENTIRE POINT of CI is to clear the path for you to do CD.

Continuous Deployment is what will change your life.



Continuous Deployment

If you aren’t going to hook CI up to production, honestly,
why even bother with CI? Just run your tests continuously in a shell loop from your laptop. Same deal, less hassle. ¯

Continuous Delivery?

NO.

Once you merge your code to main, it should be automatically 
deployed by default. No manual gates. ✨15 minutes or less✨



Any CI/CD job that ends without having deployed your code 
to production was a failed run.



There has been a gravitational shift in the past five years away from pre-production and towards production tooling. These scalpel-like tools make it possible to work in production safely, with confidence.

We have the tools now

• Real observability
• Progressive deployments
• Feature flags
• Chaos engineering
• We are just getting started. :D



What does a good feedback loop look like?

1. Engineer merges a change to master
2. Any user-visible changes hidden safely behind a feature flag
3. Which triggers CI to run tests and build an artifact
4. The artifact is then deployed or canaried to production (or 

deployed to staging and later promoted to production).

Time elapsed: <15min

Notice:
• Only one changeset by one engineer per build
• No manual gates. No manual QA or variable times
• Feature flags to decouple deploys from releases



That precious interval of time between when you wrote the code and when the code has been deployed

wrote the code code deployed

is the difference between toil and fulfillment, happy customers or lost ones, nimbleness and bloat.



Software ages like milk.

At the moment when you finish solving a problem, your mental state holds everything: your original intent, motivation, implementation details tried and tossed, tradeoffs, variable names, etc.

This lasts for … minutes? 😬
Until you pick up the next problem, maybe.



in that magical, fleeting interval, so long as they 1) have good observability tooling

🌟 is it doing what I want it to? 
🌟 and does anything else look … weird?

A predictable interval of a few minutes lets you to hook into the body’s own intrinsic reward systems. Muscle memory. Dopamin



A short interval also lets you hold the line against batched deploys, so you can deploy one engineer’s changes at a time.

🌸 software ownership! 🌼

Otherwise, it starts to get grim very quickly.

If your interval is on the order of hours or days, you are surely batching people’s changes together and not deploying automa



Welcome to the software development death spiral



a longer interval between when code is written & deployed leads to
… larger diffs

… longer turnaround time for code review

… multiple changes getting batched up and deployed at once

… makes it hard to identify whose code is at fault
… which severs ownership of changes

… and soon requires specialists to deploy, run, monitor, and debug
… more and more engineering cycles are spent waiting on each other

… now we need to hire more engineers, managers, TPMs, project managers
… more people and teams incur more coordination costs

… more time spent paging state in and out of your brain

… which costs MORE TIME …😱



large diffs, long review turnaround, batched up changes in a single deploy, complicated outage recovery processes, bloated 
org, coordination costs, tool proliferation, too many teams, burnout, boredom, boilerplate, unhappy customers, competitive 

losses, too little time spent on core business problems…

You can spend your life chasing symptoms and pathologies …

Or you can fix it at the source.

Fifteen minutes or bust.



It isn’t just about the economic arguments.

How well does your team perform?



High-performing teams

spend the majority of their time solving interesting, novel 
problems that move the business materially forward.

Lower-performing teams
spend their time firefighting, waiting on code review, 
waiting on each other, resolving merge conflicts, 
reproducing tricky bugs, solving problems they thought 
were fixed, responding to customer complaints, fixing flaky 
tests, running deploys by hand, fighting with their 
infrastructure, fighting with their tools, fighting with each 
other, endless yak shaving and toil.



This is a quality of life issue.

This is an ethical issue.

Let’s build high-performing teams that are low in toil 
and high in Autonomy, Mastery, and Meaning, starting by 

keeping intervals low and feedback loops tight.



How much is your fear of 
continuous deployment costing you?

: if it takes $num engineers to build, maintain, and run your software systems with a <15 min delivery interval, it will take

https://charity.wtf/2021/02/19/how-much-is-your-fear-costing-you/

With an interval of days? Twice as many more.

And weeks? Double again.



What could you do with twice as many engineering cycles? What 
might you build? What would you solve??

Go fix your fucking build pipeline and let’s find out. 🙃



This is an embarrassment, 
if true. I hope it is not.

If a CTO has ONE JOB,
surely it is to ensure every 

engineer can spend
as much of their time on 
the highest value work

as possible.



The End ☺
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